2014 Minnesota State Fair 4-H Lama Educational and Promotional Poster Winners

**Educational:**

**Red Group:**

McKenzie Marlow  Mower  
Jake Muhlbauer  Mower  
               Mille Lacs  
               Stearns  
Dairan Ross  Lyon

**Blue Group:**

Issac Beck  Mower  
Meryn Silbaugh  Mower  
Jenna Bentzin  Mower  
Isabel Beck  Mower  
Hanna Case  Mower  
Kayla Gave  Mille Lacs  
Catherine Thom  Carver  
Laura Meany  Mower  
Megan Silbaugh  Mower  

**Reserve Champion Educational Lama Poster:**

Megan Silbaugh  Mower

**Champion Education Lama Poster:**

Kiara Stai  Kandiyohi
**Promotional:**

**Red Group:**
- Kale Stafford  Mower
- Kylie Stafford  Mower
- Rachel Moe  Mower

**Blue Group:**
- Cassidy Davidson  Mower
- Rachel Meany  Mower
- Katelyn Luthe  Mower

**Reserve Champion Promotional Lama Poster:**
Elijah Hemann  Mower

**Grand Champion Promotional Lama Poster & T-Shirt Winner:**
Isikyah Hemann  Mower